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Dean Forest (Mines) Act 1904
1904 CHAPTER clvi 4 Edw 7

3 Effect entry and contents of orders dealing with existing gales.

(1) An order made under this Act in respect of any existing gales shall have effect as if
the order were a grant of the new gales and shall be entered and enrolled accordingly.

(2) In addition to any terms and conditions which may or must be specified in the grant of
a gale the order may contain such terms and conditions including a provision requiring
the payment of any sum or compensation by one galee to another galee as the gaveller
may think proper and as may be agreed to by the galees affected thereby:
Provided that where an order is made amalgamating any gale with any other gale
without the consent of the owner of the first-mentioned gale—

(a) the consent of none of the galees shall be required to such of the terms
of the order as fix the amount and provide for the payment of any sum or
compensation to be paid by one galee to another galee but that amount shall
be determined by the gaveller or if any galee affected thereby is dissatisfied
with the determination of the gaveller by arbitration under the [F1M1Arbitration
Act 1950]; and

(b) the order shall not have effect or be entered and enrolled unless any sum or
compensation required by or under the order to be paid to the owner of that
first-mentioned gale has been paid to him within the time specified in the
order.
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